Abstract. In order to predict fuel consumption of fixed plane model and flight segment accurately, a novel FGM (1,1) (first entry GM (1,1)) model was proposed based on the weakening buffer operator and improvement of background values and grey developmental coefficient. For the enough scale of really Quick Access Recorder (QAR) data to given conditions, the proposed grey model performs better than FGM, and restrains the negative impact on prediction precision brought by the inaccurate background values of traditional FGM and volatile original data sequence.
Introduction
The major source of carbon emissions in aviation industry is fuel consumption. With the aviation carbon market in China is about to start, the verification of carbon emissions is imminent; the key is to estimate the fuel consumption accurately. At present, fuel consumption prediction model based on QAR data are detailed in reference [1] . For the samples with missing values, grey system theory is utilized and introduced in reference [2] . Because of the uselessness to the vibration data sequences, various buffer operators are put forward to process different sequences [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , and many improvements for background values [8] [9] [10] are also presented to boost the precision of GM (1,1) model.
For the purpose of the fuel consumption prediction to fixed plane model and flight segment, a novel flight segment fuel consumption prediction model based on the improved FGM (1,1), abbreviated as IFGM, is proposed in this paper. Based on the enough scale of real QAR data, fuel consumption panel data is constructed considering cruise altitude and gross weight to given flight segment and plane model. Considering the negative impact of data uncertainty, a K-nearest neighbor imputation method based on standardized Euclidean distance is applied to solve the QAR data missing problems.
Flight Segment Fuel Consumption Panel Data Construction
The aircraft fuel consumption is cross impacted by each factor, so others should be fixed when considering the influence of one factor. In view of the influences of monsoon climate in China, 300 flights (which meets the request of minimum sample size in aircraft segment fuel consumption interval estimation proved in [11] ) with the same flight segment, plane model and flying quarter are used in this paper to construct the fuel consumption panel data. In this situation, the influences of wind speed, wind direction and total air temperature on fuel consumption are decreased. The flight segment fuel consumption panel data shown in Table 1 demonstrate the fuel consumption affected by payload (to given plane model, gross weight reflects the payload) and cruise altitude. The gross weight in Table 1 is a weight interval using the weight data (in the second row of Table 1 ) as the center and (-2.5,2.5) 103Lbs as the length. The fuel consumption in every gross weight is the weighted average of all data in weight interval, which is composed as follows:
where, n is the number of data in weight interval, GW is the abbreviation of gross weight.
2) calculate the entropy ( i h ) of the th i data.
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3) get the variation degree coefficient
4) determine weight ( i w ) for each fuel consumption data. 
where, i FF is the th i fuel consumption in weight interval. The relation between gross weight with fuel consumption to given cruise altitude is drawn in Figure 1 , according to the data in Table 1 . It is clear that the proper cruise altitude can be selected with the minimum fuel consumption from the Figure 1 . In addition, the relation between fuel consumption and gross weight is nonlinear.
Fuel Flow Data Missing Analysis and Process
The QAR data is always uncompleted because of its complex working environment and improper operation in data storage and transmission. The uncertainty of QAR data reduces the accuracy of the constructed flight segment panel data inaccurate, leaving this unsolved may critically degrade the reliability of any consequent downstream statistical analysis and decision making.
To analyze the influences of fuel flow missing data on fuel consumption statistical analysis and prediction when missing rate is lower than 15%, a gapped-data sample with the missing rate 8.7% was made artificially for the data sample utilized in Table 1 . The missing data sample for one of samples with 3000ft cruise altitude in 385 (10 3 Lbs) weight interval is shown in Table 2 (where NULL denotes the losing value, ALT is flight altitude, IAS is air speed, FF is fuel flow). The fuel consumption panel data to given cruise altitude in 385 (10 3 Lbs) weight interval is shown in Table 3 . Compared the data in Table 3 , based on the K-nearest neighbor(KNN) imputation method proposed in reference [12] , the KNN method based on standardized Euclidean distance is used to process the fuel flow data missing problems in this paper.
K nearest neighbors are selected according to the similarity of main factors affecting fuel consumption between missing data samples and observed samples. The standardized Euclidean distance is used to measure the similar degree, the formula is defined as follows:
where, According to Eq. (1)- (4) in Section 2, the entropy weight for K nearest neighbors can be obtained. The fuel flow missing value is estimated by the weighted average of K nearest neighbors. The processed fuel consumption panel data is shown in forth column in Table 3 , which is close to the original data and meets the original fuel consumption distribution law.
Flight Segment Fuel Consumption Prediction Model Design
Considering QAR data missing problems, based on the existing FGM (1,1) model [9] , a novel comprehensive grey prediction model (IFGM (1,1) ) is presented to restrain the negative impact brought by inaccurate parameters of tradition grey model. What's more, the weakening buffer operator based on strictly monotone function proposed by Zheng-peng WU etc. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] is applied in this model, which is used to adjust the fluctuation of fuel consumption data. The IFGM (1,1) model is composed of the following steps:
Assume the original series to be
Step 1: weakening buffer operator sequence generation. According to the weakening buffer operator D4 proposed in [5] , the weakening buffer operator sequence called XD is generated. To make full use of the original series, an arbitrary constant (0) x is added in front of the weakening buffer operator sequence. 
and 2 ( ) f x x = is used in this paper as the monotone function, ( ) g x is the inverse function of ( ) f x , k w is the weight obtained by the entropy of every data in series using Eq. (1)- (4) in Section 2.

Step 2: first-order accumulated sequence (1-AGO) (1) X generation. + is used to replace the grey developmental coefficient a , and ε is an arbitrary value determined by multiple experiments.
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and (1) ( ) z k is the background value of grey model, which is defined as (1) (
where, 1, 2,..., r n = , μ is determined using automatic optimization method proposed by Hua-long YANG [8] .
The simulation value for can be derived to be
So, the modelling value 0 X （ ） is given by
where, 1, 2,..., 1
. By this, the future data can be forecast using IFGM (1,1) model.
Performance Evaluation
The real QAR data of Shanghai-Beijing segment for A330 plane is used in this paper to construct the fuel consumption panel data about gross weight and cruise altitude. Training the IFGM (1,1) model repeatedly, when 0.65 μ = and 0.00005 ε = , the proposed model performs best to the selected QAR data.
Residual error inspection method [2] is applied to analyze the model precision. The residual error sequence is defined as:
( (1), (2),..., ( )) E e e e n X X = = −
So, the relative error and the root mean squared error(RMSerror) are given by: The model precision can be estimated from as follows:
where,
, is the mean value of relative error. When 90% P > , grey prediction model meets the request of precision, and the grey differential equation will be close to the real differential equation. According to Eq. (14) and KNN imputation method detailed in Section 3, flight segment fuel consumption to 30000ft cruise altitude samples considering fuel flow data missing are simulated by MATLAB. The predicted values are shown in Table 4 , where the italic denote the data samples in this weight interval considering the data underlined missing. Based on the contrast to last two columns of data in Table 4 (which represents the predicted series with missing data unprocessed and processed), the necessary of fuel flow missing data process is affirmed.
In order to analyze the necessity of improvement of background and grey developmental coefficient, we added the weaken buffer operators used in IFGM (1,1) into FGM. As shown in Table 5 (where New_FGM denotes the FGM added the weaken buffer operators), for all fuel consumption to different cruise altitude with various fluctuation status, the proposed IFGM (1,1) is always shown a higher precision and lower root mean squared error, which verifies the validity of the IFGM (1,1) model. 
Conclusions
This paper proposes a novel flight segment fuel consumption prediction model based on the existing FGM (1,1) model. The experimental results demonstrate the outperformance of proposed model, which is gauged based on the widely-used RMSE analysis and Residual error inspection method. The improved KNN algorithm based on the standardized Euclidean distance is utilized to process the fuel flow data missing, and the improvement of background values and grey developmental coefficient to existing FGM (1,1) model are applied in this paper. The experiments show that the proposed model is better than existing FGM (1,1) model and can be used to estimate the fuel consumption to different payload. This model is presented based on the processing to the missing data, which avoids the statistical error caused by the data missing, which provides a strong protection for fuel consumption estimation and monitoring to airlines.
